
1 Southwest monsoon withdraws from India

1 Chinese technicians at Vizhinjam port get nod
to come ashore

1 No plans to go slow on hydel power, says
Minister

10 The shape of climate justice in a warming India

10 An opportunity to recast India’s food system 

12 Why SLLs also need to be reformed

12 Why are earthquakes frequent in Afghanistan? 

16 ICMR drone delivers drugs across Himachal
terrain

16 SC asks States to appoint officers under POSH
Act

16 Centre says measures in place to check price
rise

16 Major regional disparity in overcoming cancer
though survival rates are up: study

17 Mahsa Amini, whose death led to protests,
awarded EU human rights prize

18 ‘India’s share of growth to rise to 18%’

18 ‘Moderating inflation is bolstering India’s macro
fundamentals’

II Seeing the magic of AI applications in
ophthalmology 

II A draft menstrual hygiene policy is finally out 

1 Centre rolls back its plan to licence laptop, PC
imports

6 At sexual literacy session, school students
recount instances of harassment

7 Hold digital crop survey from July 2024, Centre
tells states

7 SC orders hiring of dist officers for effective
implementation of POSH Act

12 A POLITICAL HIKE

12 Caste census plus

12 AN EXPENDITURE CAP

13 Agents of prosperity

15 Safety test for Ganganyaan

15 IN CHINA, PUTIN’S STAFF SEEN CARRYING
‘NUCLEAR BRIEFCASE’: WHAT IS THE BAG

15 PM to flag off RRTS : How this latest mass
transport system can benefit NCR

17 Broad-based uptick in overall economy, says
RBI report

17 Google Cloud to help farmers reap benefits of
ONDC, power super app for citizen’s services
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